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Methane hydrate under high pressure
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The structural, electronic, and spectroscopic properties of a high-pressure phase of methane hydrate are
studied by first-principles electronic structure calculations. A detailed analysis of the atomic positions suggests
that ionizationof hydrogen-bonded water molecules occurs around 40 GPa andcenteringor symmetrization of
hydrogen bonds occurs around 70 GPa. These pressures are much lower compared to ionization around 55 GPa
and centering around 100 GPa in pure ice. The transition may be observed with low-temperature IR/Raman
spectroscopy of OH stretching modes, neutron diffraction, or1H-NMR.
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Methane hydrate~MH!, known asburning ice, is a special
class of ice that contains methane molecules in cages or
works of hydrogen-bonded water molecules. Low-press
phase of methane hydrate~MH-I ! forms sI structure of
cages.1 MH-I, abundant in the deep ocean, has been attr
ing attention of the industry as a key energy resource, wh
amount is estimated twice as much as the total fossil-
reserve.1

MH is also known as an important material for unde
standing the mystery of the atmosphere of Titan, the larg
satellite of Saturn. The conventional theory2 could not ex-
plain abundant methane gas in Titan’s atmosphere bec
MH-I inside Titan was assumed to decompose into ice
methane around 1 or 2 GPa, and escape to the atmosphe
be photodecomposed in the early stage of Titan’s history
understand this mystery is one of the goals of the Cass
Huygens spacecraft, which started its journey in 1997
will arrive at Saturn system in 2004.3

On the Earth, in 2001, Lovedayet al.4,5 discovered new
phases of MH by x-ray and neutron diffraction experime
under high pressure: MH-I transforms to MH-II~ sH cage
structure! at 1 GPa, and then to MH-III phase~orthorhombic
filled ice structure! at 2 GPa, which survives at least up to 1
GPa. Other researchers reported similar high-pres
phases.6,7 Recently Hirai et al.8 reported that MH-III sur-
vives up to 42 GPa at room temperature. Shimizuet al.9 have
measured the site and pressure dependences of CH- and
vibration frequencies in these phases up to 5.2 GPa. Dis
ery of these high-pressure phases offers us a new explan
of abundant methane gas in Titan’s atmosphere: methane
may be reserved in thick layers of MH-III under Titan’s su
face and gradually emitted to the atmosphere from
reservoir.4

In this paper, we focus on the features of MH-III as
promising material for investigatingcenteringor symmetri-
zation of hydrogen bonds between water molecules.
spite of a long quest to understand this pheno
enon,10–20a unified theoretical explanation of various expe
mental results appeared only recently,12 partly because of
difficulties in measurements under very high pressures.
vantage of using MH-III for studying the centering is that
is expected to occur at a much lower pressure~70 GPa! than
that of pure ice~ice VII-ice X transition around 100 GPa!,
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which may make the difficult high-pressure experime
easier. In the following, we calculate the crystal structure a
vibrational spectra of MH-III by using the density-function
theory, so that we can predict and analyze experimenta
sults.

We modeled the crystal structure of MH-III at 3 GPa b
using thePmcn symmetry, the lattice parameters and t
position of atoms determined by the diffraction experimen5

We chose the orientation of methane molecules carefully
that the molecules become close packed. The model con
of four methane and eight water molecules in the unit cell
which one methane and two water molecules are symm
cally inequivalent. This structure was found stable after f
geometrical optimization, in which the enthalpyH5E
1PV was minimized by varying the lattice vectors and t
positions of atoms without any constraints such as cry
symmetry. The structures at higher pressures~Fig. 1! were
calculated in a similar manner.

The details of the electronic structure calculation21 are as
follows: the valence wave functions are expanded in a pl
wave basis set truncated at a kinetic energy of 1520 eV.
electron-ion interactions are described by the Vanderbilt-t
ultrasoft pseudopotentials.22 The effects of exchange
correlation interaction are treated within the generalized g
dient approximation of Perdewet al.23 The Brillouin zones
are sampled with 43232 Monkhorst-Packk points24 by
using time-reversal symmetry only. Convergence w
checked with respect to cutoff energy and number ok
points. Increasing cutoff energy to 3040 eV changed the t
energy 15 meV per atom, and increasing the number ok
points to 48 changed only 0.03 meV per atom. In the g
metrical optimization, the total stress tensor is reduced to
order of 0.01 GPa by using the finite basis-set correction25

Figure 2 shows the pressure dependence of the calcu
lattice parameters at zero temperature. It agrees well with
experimental data at room temperature by Hiraiet al.8 The
cell is most soft along thec axis. This feature is also eviden
from Fig. 1. The compression of the cell along thec axis is
mainly caused by the flattening of the two graphite li
wrinkled sheets normal toc axis. As a result, the hydrogen
bond network at very high pressures becomessp2-like struc-
ture in contrast tosp3 structure of ice Ih.
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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FIG. 1. ~Color! Crystal structure of MH-III~a! 40 GPa,~b! 60
GPa, and~c! 80 GPa.
17210
In pure ice, centering of the hydrogen bond O2H•••O
occurs as the oxygen-oxygen distanced~OO! of two
hydrogen-bonded water molecules decreases with pres
increase.10,11At large d~OO! the proton occupies one of th
two potential minima along the O2H•••O bond. Asd~OO!
becomes smaller the barrier between the two minima
comes lower. Whend~OO! becomes smaller than some crit
cal distance, the proton occupies the single minimum at
midpoint between the two oxygen atoms~centering!. In the
following, we neglect the effect of finite temperature a
quantum nature of hydrogen atom unless otherwise sta
Figure 3 showsd~OO! as a function of pressure. There a
three curves corresponding to the three symmetrically
equivalent O2H•••O bonds. Around 70 GPad~OO!’s be-
come as short as the hydrogen bond centering occurs in
ice.12 Indeed, Fig. 1 shows that the centering occurs aro
this pressure. Figure 4 shows the ratiod(OH)/d(OO) as a
function of pressure. The ratio starts from 0.35~water mol-
ecule! at 3 GPa and reaches to 0.5~centering! around 70
GPa.

FIG. 2. ~Color online! Lattice parameters: The solid lines ind
cate the present density-functional-theory calculation. The sym
indicate the experimental results of Hiraiet al. ~Ref. 8!.

FIG. 3. ~Color online! Three symmetrically different distance
between oxygen atoms,d~OO!, as a function of pressure: th
dashed and solid horizontal lines indicate thed ~OO! at which ion-
ization and centering occur in pure ice, respectively~Ref. 12!.
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Now, let us look into the thermal effects. Benoitet al.12

recently proposed athree-stage scenariofor explaining the
hydrogen-bond centering13 of pure ice with increase in pres
sure at room temperature: under low pressure ice stay
molecular statewhere H2O remain water molecule, then un
der medium pressures hydrogen atoms start to jump betw
two potential minima~ionized state!, finally under high pres-
sures hydrogen atoms move to the midpoint between
oxygen atoms~centering state!. Thed~OO! at which ioniza-
tion and centering occur in pure ice are indicated by das
and solid horizontal lines in Fig. 3. From this figure we c
read that the ionization and centering in MH-III are expec
around 40 GPa and 70 GPa, respectively. The probab
distributions ofd(OH)/d(OO) for a hydrogen bond of MH-
III at room temperature and with pressures 3 GPa, 40 G
and 80 GPa are calculated with Car-Parrinello molecu
dynamics26 ~Fig. 5!, which clearly shows that thethree-stage
scenariois also valid in MH-III but with much lower pres
sure than in pure ice.

Figure 6 shows the pressure dependence of normal m
frequencies of MH-III atT50 K calculated with the density
functional linear-response theory.27 The modes between
3000 cm21 and 3500 cm21 are the CH vibrations, whos
frequencies monotonically increase with pressure. T
modes between 2000 cm21 and 3000 cm21 are OH-

FIG. 4. Hydrogen position: The ratiod(OH)/d(OO) calculated
by density-functional theory is shown as a function of pressure

FIG. 5. Distribution of hydrogen atoms in a hydrogen bond
MH-III at 300 K.
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stretching modes. Their frequencies decrease monotonic
up to 70 GPa, where centering occurs, and then start to
crease. This tendency is qualitatively in accordance with t
of pure ice.14

We calculated vibrational spectra of MH-III at 3 GP
~molecular state! for T5300 K andT530 K as a Fourier
transform of velocity-velocity correlation function obtaine
from Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics26 and compared
with the normal mode frequencies atT50 K calculated with
the density-functional linear-response theory.27 The peak
around 3100 cm21 characteristic of OH-stretching vibratio
of hydrogen-bonded water molecules is prominent at 30
but disappears at 300 K. This fact is consistent with
experimental observation that the Raman peak around 3
cm21 disappeared in MH-III at room temperature,9 and can
be interpreted as the result of a strongly anharmonic po
tial. The disappearance of the OH-stretching Raman pea
also observed in simulations of ionized states. In vibratio
spectra at 80 GPa~centering state!, the OH-stretching modes
of centered hydrogen bonds are located between 2000 c21

and 3000 cm21. At low temperature the peaks agrees w
with the normal modes, while the peaks are blue-shifted
room temperature probably due to weak anharmonicity. T
disappearance of the peak of the OH-stretching mode in
lecular and ionized states at room temperature and the

FIG. 7. 1H-NMR chemical shift of water molecules in MH-III.
f

FIG. 6. Normal mode frequencies calculated with the dens
functional linear-response theory as a function of pressure.
5-3
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vival of the peak in centered hydrogen bond in MH-III a
analogous to those in ice VII and ice X.17

We calculated also the phonon dispersion of MH-III at
GPa with the density-functional linear response theory.27 All
frequencies at all wave numbers have positive frequen
indicating the mechanical stability of this structure at ze
temperature. However, further experimental and theoret
studies are necessary to prove the thermal stability at ro
temperature.

Figure 7 shows the1H-NMR chemical shift of water mol-
ecules in MH-III, which is calculated with the density
functional linear-response theory.28 The result is consisten
with intuitive interpretation of hydrogen-bond symmetriz
tion. At low pressure, a proton is bound to an oxygen at
and screened by the electrons of the oxygen atom. As p
sure increases, symmetrization happens and the pr
moves to the midpoint between the oxygen atoms wh
electron density is small. Further increase in pressure ma
d~OO! smaller and the electron density at the midpoint b
comes gradually larger. Using this picture, symmetrizat
might be observed by1H-NMR when NMR measurement a
such high pressure become feasible.
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In summary, we studied the structural and spectral pr
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as MH will become more and more important to interp
and to understand the information of the outer solar syste
sent from space missions such as Cassini-Huygens space
arriving at Saturn system in 2004.
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